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Abstract
Military concerned about the security of information exchanges 
have always heavily relied on secure exchanges of short messages. 
Secure Message Transmission protocol secure the data transmission 
phase by tailoring an end to end secure data forwarding protocol 
to the MANET communication requirements and increases the 
reliability through transmitting the messages in multiple paths 
with minimal redundancy.
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I. Introduction
In the upcoming generation of wireless communication technology, 
there will be a need for the rapid deployment of independent mobile 
users. Substantial examples include establishing survivable, 
dynamic, efficient communication for emergency/rescue 
operations, military, and disaster relief effort networks. Such 
technology scenarios cannot rely on centralized and organized 
infrastructure, but can be conceived as applications of MANET. A 
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks is an autonomous collection of mobile 
users that communicate over relatively bandwidth constrained 
wireless ties. Since the nodes are movable, the network topology 
may change rapidly and unpredictably over time. Technology is 
decentralized, where all network activity including discovering 
the topology and delivering messages must be executed by the 
nodes itself, i.e., the routing functionality will be incorporated 
into mobile node.

II. Related Work
[1] During this paper, author gift a completely unique Associate 
in Nursingonymous on demand routing theme for MANETs 
and determine variety of issues of antecedently projected works 
and propose an economical answer that has namelessness in an 
exceedingly stronger oppose model. 
[2] During this paper, author proposes a completely unique 
distributed routing protocol that guarantees security, namelessness 
and high dependableness of the established route in an exceedingly 
hostile setting, like impromptu wireless network, by encrypting 
routing packet header and abstaining from victimization unreliable 
intermediate node.

A. Pros and Cons
SDAR is Associate in nursing novel secure distributed anonymous 
routing protocol for Edouard MANET. Author mentioned the 
protocol and highlighted its main options, that embody (i) Non-
source-based routing, (ii) versatile and reliable route choice, and 
(iii) Resilience against path hijacking. This SDAR use long public/
private key pairs at every node for anonymous communication. 
These schemes area unit additional ascendible to network size, 
however need additional computation effort.
[3] In during this paper, author addresses some attention-grabbing 
problems arising in MANETs by coming up with Associate in 
Nursing anonymous routing framework (ALARM). It uses nodes 
current locations to construct a secure Edouard MANET map. 

Supported the present map, every node will decide that alternative 
nodes it desires to speak with.

B. Pros and Cons
The ALARM framework is built that supports anonymous 
location-based routing in sure sorts of suspicious MANETS and 
it shows that that node privacy beneath this framework is preserved 
notwithstanding some of the nodes area unit stationary, or if the 
speed of movement isn\’t terribly high however it principally 
depends on cluster signature.
[4] During this paper, author proposes a completely purposeful 
identity-based encoding theme. The performance of the system is 
appreciate the performance of ElGamal encoding. the protection 
of the system is predicated on a natural analogue of the procedure 
Diffie-Hellman assumption.

C. Pros and Cons
A cipher text security for identity-based systems is meant and 
projected a completely purposeful IBE system. The system has 
chosen cipher text security within the random oracle model 
forward BDH, a natural analogue of the procedure Diffie-Hellman 
drawback however the assailant have some negligible advantage 
in defeating the linguistics security of the system.
[5] During this paper, author presents Sybil Guard, a completely 
unique protocol for limiting the pervasive influences of Sybil 
attacks. Protocol is predicated on the Public network among user 
identities, wherever a grip between 2 identities indicates a human-
established trust relationship.

D. Pros and Cons
Sybil Guard, a completely unique protocol for limiting the pervasive 
influences of Sybil attacks is projected, that {is principally is 
especially is principally} used for reducing the Sybil attacks of the 
adversaries on the networks and to supply security to the network 
however it mainly depends on properties of the users.

III. System Implementation
To make our proposed system as efficient we divided our project 
work into small modules as given as below.

Single path routing• 
Include hacking in basic routing module• 
Multi-path routing • 
Acknowledgement based routing• 
Packet table sharing b/w source and destination• 

A. Single Path Routing
In a single-path routing technology, only a single path exists 
between any two ends in the network. While this may simplify 
the routing tables and the packet flow paths, single-path networks 
are not fault tolerant.
A fault can be sensed with a dynamic router node, but the networks 
across the failure are unreachable for the duration of the fault. 
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Fig. 1: Single Path Communication

B. Include Hacking in Basic Routing Module
In this module we are including the attacking node with our 
network and we will get the some problem due to attacking node 
actions
And we will analyze our current network status with some 
problem 

C. Multi-path Routing
In this module, we are introducing the multi path routing.
In normal single path communication, adversary node can make 
problem with acknowledgement sharing. So to avoid this type 
of problem, we are introducing the different path to data and 
acknowledgement. 
In this module the source node always checking the 
acknowledgement as like as single path routing.
Change the route if acknowledgement missing as like as single 
path routing
But the difference is data and acknowledgement is send through 
the different path so if hacking node in anywhere also we can 
avoid that node
And also we are sharing the packet table b/w source and destination. 
So at final stage source can calculate delay and as well as total 
packet delivery ratio.
The detection theme is predicated on victimization 
acknowledgements of the info packets. The destination should 
comes associate acknowledgement to the supply for each with 
success received information packet. Timeouts square measure 
set for receiving the valid acknowledgements. The delay in receipt 
is also because of either malicious or non malicious causes. A 
threshold is ready to a tolerable loss rate.
A fault is outlined as a loss rate bigger than or adequate the edge. 
The supply keeps track of the number of recent losses. If the 
amount of recent losses is greater than the appropriate threshold 
then a fault is registered and a binary search starts between the 
supply and also the destination so as to seek out the faulty link.

Fig. 2: Byzantine Fault Detection

Shrewd the trail metric after a sender and a receiver begin to 
exchange information packets, they build tables to stay traffic 
patterns.

Fig. 3: MANET Environment

There is one Table designed by the sender and another one designed 
by the receiver. The two tables have identical structure. Every table 
is composed of 2 fields: Packet positive identification and time 
of action. Every time a packet is shipped, the sender records the 
packet ID and also the time. Every time a packet is received a 
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receiver records the packet ID and also the time. Every 5 (or t) 
seconds supported network surroundings; the receiver sends the 
sender a table. Over receipt of the table from the receiver side, the 
sender merges it with its own table into an associational detection. 
The anomaly detection table contains packet identification, 
causation timestamp and receiving timestamp for every packet. 
Clearly, the sender gets the table refreshed each 5(or t) seconds. 
Victimization this data the sender will calculate the varied values 
that may be mentioned in the following subsections and keep 
them in several detail is received a receiver records the packet 
ID and also the time.
The supply controls the search by specifying a listing of intermediate 
nodes on information packets. Every node within the list in addition 
to the destination should send associate acknowledgement to the 
source. The list of nodes those have to be compelled to send 
acknowledgements square measure referred to as intermediate 
nodes. Since the list of probed nodes is mere on legitimate traffic, 
associate someone is unable to drop traffic while not conjointly 
dropping the list of probed nodes and eventually being detected. 
This theme is ready to discover all types of Byzantine attacks 
together with network overlay attacks. Shared keys square measure 
used between the supply and also the probed nodes .This can be 
done by on demand Diffie- Hellmann key exchange algorithmic 
program. This key mechanism will be included into the route 
discovery protocol.

IV. Simulation Model
Simulations were conducted mistreatment the NS2 network 
simulator. Nodes within the network were organized to use 802.11 
radios with a information measure of two Mbps and a nominal 
range of 250 m. so as to simulate most of the projected Byzantine 
attacks in NS2, the protocol freelance Byzantine attack simulation 
module was implemented. These modules provides the aptitude to 
simulate the region, Byzantine wormhole, and Byzantine overlay 
network hollow attacks without modifying the routing protocol

V. Result
We simulated security issues and proposed method in NS2 and 
we got the two type of results, one is animation and another one 
is graph
The malicious node activity is shown in fig. 4. In this process 
malicious can make the fake reply and forwarding to source at 
same time destination also sending original reply but due to first 
came first method second one ignored by the source without any 
checking operation. And unfortunately source need to send data 
to malicious node.

Fig. 4: Reply Attack NAM Output

In our proposed work, source node always checking the all reply 

known key functions is shown in fig. 5. So source can find correct 
route and can transfer the data to correct destination node

Fig. 5: Multipath Routing

We simulated two cases one is without malicious and with 
malicious. We compare the proposed system and existing model 
without malicious, which is shown in fig. 6. Both methods 
operation is same. 

Fig. 6: PDF in Without Malicious Environment

In reply malicious model previous system providing very poor 
performance but our model maintains the same performance like 
without malicious model 

Fig. 7: PDF with Reply Malicious

In normal malicious activity, previous system providing packet 
delivery but its affected by malicious node. Our proposed system 
always making perfect communication as same as without 
malicious, which is shown in fig.
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Fig. 8: PDF With Normal Malicious

V. Conclusion
It shows a clear and constant increase in the throughput because 
of the removal of Byzantine Faulty links. Similarly comparative 
graphs are drawn for delivery ratio. The simulated result shows a 
improvement over the existing schem. This scheme is able to find 
out the faulty links within log n time where n is number of nodes 
of the path. The highly successful delivery of message with the 
ability to disperse and avoidance of faulty links is more secured 
and reliable than ordinary secured data transmission mechanism. 
Proposed scheme is effective in situations where reliability and 
security is most wanted in situations like MANET in military.
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